Main Points Submission

As we learned in class, construct and format the main points and subpoints for your speech. Remember these important tips:

- Main points’ wording must be parallel and include signal words (first, next, last, etc)
- Subpoints’ wording must be parallel when possible and include signal words (first, next, last, etc)
- Be creative! Don’t simply write, “Now I will tell you…” How can you share your main and subpoints in an interesting way?
- Follow indentation rules (main points on left margin, subpoints indented) NO BULLETS!
- Include outline symbols

Sample:

I. To begin, let’s learn how to prepare your home for a hurricane.
   A. First, you need to make sure the exterior of your home is hurricane-proof.
   B. Then, you need to make sure the interior of your home is hurricane-proof.

II. Moving on, let’s learn how to prepare yourself for a hurricane.
   A. You will want to have sufficient food during and after a hurricane.
   B. You will also want to have sufficient water during and after a hurricane.
   C. Finally, there are some other factors to consider during and after a hurricane.